
Eggs is always better with adventure

The Star Commuter was flying through space, and Archian was preparing his last
pieces of equipment if it was in good shape.
The Chiilaks was steering the vehicle, while whistling some overheard song in a very
guiltless way.
Shistavanen only looked at him, and shaked his head, because he knew that
creature has his own music taste, and even though his music skills are not the
highest, he will still try to do it.
"Alright we are close to Dromind Kaas, please land calmly this time, we don't need
any more wood for this fall season" he said to the four-arms pilot. Chiilaks only
answered with even loudest whistling.

They had landed in the jungle in a very abhorrent way. They missed the dry looking
part of the jungle, and they slipped into the swamp, spreading all mud and dirt to all
surroundings.
The pack of Sleens ran away at the sound of the crushing machine.
"I said please..." Archian said quietly, and  didn't even look at his friend at the front of
the ship.

After Shistavanen got out, he searched for any signs of enemies. Environment here
was full of traps and a very empowering atmosphere. Everything was wild, and
nothing looked as it was in reality. Also the rainforest storm was getting closer and
thunder could be heard close by.
"Mute all intercoms and keep it on silent channel, as usual you know our signal".
Archian smiled, turned around, and started walking around the deep water of the
swamp. Chiilaks was following him with his eyes, and sadly murmuring.

The mission was simple, to find a nest, and collect a few eggs, which could be used
to repopulate, and maybe, just maybe change the attitude of Jurgorans to other
creatures, settlers and refugees, and if chance would occurred to kept one of them
for a new friend in the camp.

According to the map provided by one of the tribes on the other side of the jungle,
when he took this job a few months back, the nesting area should be located just
behind the split of the river. This all water supply made all this delta as a big swamp.

Red had already passed the first river, and he could sniff the smell of hatching eggs.
He needed to move quickly, otherwise, all hatchlings ran into the jungle to protect
themselves from other predators. He started running, and jumping across fallen
trees.
He stumped at some rock, which looked like a piece of wall.



He reached for the map from between his robes, as well as with his right paw
grabbed his bow.

There was only a crack of branches, and slow movements in front of him.
He slowly moved closer, and discovered a second river, which was going around the
ruins. Also for whatever what there was a herd of Yozusks drinking water, and eating
plants.
He knew what they could do to him, if they found him and their territory - just a small
piece of crashed body.
He started to sneak around the wall, and found a hole in it. It could be a good
shortcut and barrier to use as a sideway.

He entered it and followed a dark corridor. A few minutes passed and he found a
small chamber. What was more surprising, it was full of eggs, exactly these eggs
which he was looking for. But also there was a figure hidden in the corner, out of
consciousness, as it didn't move.

Archian wanted to leave this man, but he couldn't. Waking up and watching how his
body is torn piece by piece, with small predatory mouths.
Archian lifted up the man, and slowly grabbed three eggs, and put them inside of the
bag.

They got outside, and Archian slowly took a smoke grenade out and threw it in the
middle of the field.
"Who are you? Take the hands off me!". Man at his shoulder started to scream. All
creatures which calmly were eating, now started to rampage at them.

"CALM THE FUCK DOWN!". Archian snapped at him, and started running into the
smoke in the middle of the field where he threw a grenade a minute ago.
"They will kill us, go back to the chamber!".
"WHAT I TOLD YOU! CALM DOWN!".
Shistavanen was irritated and lifted up the annoying man, and threw him inside of
the smoke. That gave Red enough time to jump aside from trying to crush him male
Yozusk.
Shistavanen rolled on side and shot an arrow at the creature's leg, which also made
scream from pain. It slowed it down as well, so Archian jumped inside of the smoke
at the right moment, because his vehicle just pushed thru smoke and lifted him up at
its front glass. Inside was Chiilaks with a man inside one of his arms, while the other
three were steering.

Archian slowly got inside after a while of balancing at the vehicle's roof.
"Alright, so now… First, who are you? And second, why are you so annoying?".
Shistavanen asked.
The man who was released from the pilot's arm, looked at Archian and said.



"I'm an archaeologist. And I am not annoying, especially that I can empower you with
my intelligence!".

"Why did I save his life…." Archian told himself, why moving slowly with his paw
across own face, while Chiilaks started to whistle his new song…
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